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First up, a huge thank you to all of those who have contributed and provided  
us with the information that has helped shape ADLIB’s 2016 Social Media 
Employment and Usage Survey Report. As with our previous surveys, we hope  
it is received as a valuable tool for employers and employees alike. Our objective 
was to provide real insight into today’s social media employment market across 
the South West, as well as sharing how those working within social media use 
social media now and plan to in the future. 

The data has been collated via direct respondents of an online survey placed in 
October 2016, combined with ADLIB’s extensive internal data and knowledge 
gained from the digital sector. 

We’d like to say a special thank you to our friends at Social Media Week Bristol 
and Bristol Media for their support in promoting the survey.

Please feel free to make contact if you’d like to get involved with one of our 
future surveys.

Whether you are an employer, an employee, a business considering opening 
operations in the South West or you are simply reading with interest, we hope 
you enjoy. 

Team ADLIB

Hello
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Demand for talent

The demand for digital marketing talent within the South West region is at an 
all-time high. At ADLIB alone, we have recorded a 26% rise in the number of digital 
marketing vacancies registered with us compared to the previous year. Under the 
digital marketing umbrella, social media is the specialism which has seen the  
most marked rise with a 100% increase year-on-year for social media related roles.  
Social media and content related vacancies represent just over 20% of all of the 
digital marketing roles registered with ADLIB in the last year, making it our second 
largest digital marketing specialism – second only to Search (SEO/PPC) at 27%.  
The demand for social media talent has been reasonably evenly split between  
digital agencies looking to hire and client side businesses across SMEs, start-ups  
and big name brands.

Skills

A trend we’ve noticed in the social media space, which mirrors the digital and 
marketing industries more generally, is a real blurring of the lines of where the  
role of a social media specialist starts and stops – and therefore what skills are 
demanded of people working within this space. Whilst strong digital copywriting 
skills remain central to the success within this space, the social media landscape 
demands an increasingly diverse set of skills. From video production skills  
brought about by Periscope and the demand for more live-streamed content to 
the data and insight skills demanded by the rise of social listening, audience 
segmentation and paid social advertising. From the increasing impact social 
media and content marketing has on SEO rankings to the challenges of people 
defaulting to Twitter to air their customer services woes – gone are the days of  
the ‘Social Media Manager’ existing in a silo.

Life as employee or employer  
within social media 2016 – our take
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The South West rules

The South West has welcomed an influx of digital agencies, tech businesses  
and brands relocating to the area, attracted by local business support networks, 
a history of creative innovation, access to talent, reduced overheads and links  
to local Universities. Not to mention, of course, the promise of a great lifestyle. 
Our partnership with Invest Bristol and Bath has seen us at the heart of the  
rising trends of individuals and businesses alike, picking up sticks and resettling 
out West. 

We’re extremely proud to be sponsors of the first ever Social Media Week Bristol, 
and the diversity on display in the week’s programming alone is a hugely exciting 
indicator about the developments that lie ahead for us in the years to come. 
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Below is an overview of the industries, locations and transaction types of the 
responding businesses.

OVERVIEW

What best describes you?

What best describes your 
business transactions?

Overview

I work for (or own) an agency  47.8% 
with social media offering  

I work for one or more  52.2% 
brands directly

B2B   23.9%

B2C   19.4%

B2B & B2C   56.7%
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O
ther

Utilities
Travel & Tourism
Training/ Coaching/ Exec Education
Telecom

m
unications

Technology
Real Estate
Printing & Design
Non-profit
M

edia/Publishing
M

arketing, PR or Advertising
M

anufacturing
Law

 Firm
/ Legal Services

IT Services/ Consulting
Insurance
Industrial Goods
H

um
an Resources

H
ospitality 

H
ealthcare

Governm
ent

Financial Services
Education
Consum

er Goods
Autom

otive
Arts & Entertainm

ent
Accounting Services

Bristol   65.7%

Bath   4.5%

Wiltshire   4.5%

Gloucestershire   1.5%

Dorset   1.5%

Devon   1.5%

Cardiff    7.5%

North Somerset   6.0%

Other   10.4%  

How would you best describe the sector(s)  
you work within?

Where in the South West are your offices located?

OVERVIEW 
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The information in this section  
demonstrates the makeup of the responding 

 businesses and their social media teams.

Employer specific insights

Section 1
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41.7% of businesses are planning on adding at least one additional member to 
their social media team over the next 12 months, a positive indication of growth 
and investment.

How many people work specifically within your  
social media team?

How much headcount do you expect to add to your  
social media team in the next 12 months?

About the businesses

1    50.0%

2-5   41.7%

6-10   5.6%

21-40  2.8%

0    58.3%

1    22.2%

2    13.9%

3   2.8%

More than 5   2.8%
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Reassuringly, 63.9% of respondents cited that employee engagement was  
an active practice their businesses participated in - a positive response. 
However, this leaves 36.1% potentially disengaged and out of tune with their 
employer’s vision. 

Is employee engagement something your 
organisation takes a proactive and knowledgeable 
approach to?

Employee engagement 

Yes  63.9%

No 36.1%
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This positive start continues, one-to-one time is a ‘regular’ thing within the 
majority of businesses. More than 60% of respondents are committed to making 
them happen. Employee reviews are made for employers and employees alike. 
Taking this time ensures that everyone is on the same page. The day of the 
‘annual review’ should be well and truly over.

Does the management / leadership team actively 
share the company’s vision and objectives across 
the entire business?

Approximately 72.2% of businesses that responded actively share their company’s 
vision. A vital component in driving successful employee engagement.

Moving on to specific employee engagement practices…

Regularly 63.9%

Rarely 25.0%

Never 11.1%

Regularly 72.2%

Rarely 22.2%

Never 5.6%

Regular employee reviews / 1-2-1s  
(at least once a quarter)
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Those managing social media presences are now naturally and often the first point 
of contact for client and consumer feedback. Listening to what is said about a 
brand or offering, crisis management as well as dealing with ‘in the moment’ 
negative feedback and public comments is part and parcel of managing social 
media communities. Regular catch ups and sharing feedback should be a given 
within any social environment. Nearly 66.6% of respondents are regularly 
encouraging this, but food for thought for those who aren’t doing so.

Framed correctly, employee surveys provide a channel for employees to share their 
viewpoint on many aspects of their employment. It also provides a more 
comfortable voice for those less likely to comment in one-to-one environments. 
Implementing change based on feedback ensures that employees know that their 
opinion counts, that they matter as part of the whole. It gives a sense of value and 
belonging, in turn leading to loyalty and engagement. 

Does your company run internal employee surveys?

Regularly 66.7%

Rarely 27.8%

Never 5.6%

Regularly 27.8%

Rarely 38.9%

Never 33.3%

Does the management / leadership team actively 
encourage feedback on the company’s products, 
services, operations etc. from its employees?
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Does your company offer a structured career path 
for employees to work to?

A clear majority of businesses don’t offer a structured career path for employees 
working within their social media teams. This result may be representative of the 
confusion around what a career in social media can look like. Regular one-to-ones 
provide the platform to understand more about a business’s service and / or 
product review, market conditions, movement and challenges – all of which help 
shape what progression and opportunity may look like for the employee. 

Bearing in mind the lack of structured career paths within social media 
environments, this result doesn’t come as too much of a surprise. For a whopping 
58.3% of employees within social media, salary reviews aren’t a structured process. 

The above practices to engage employees may go some way in creating a 
progressive reward structure. Additionally tasking employees with demonstrating 
ROI and channel value may help to provide the information required that is 
associated with more established marketing roles and their salary reasoning. 

Does your company have a formal salary review 
structure for employees?

Yes 36.1%

No 63.9%

Yes 41.7%

No 58.3%
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Only 54.5% of businesses are confident that finding the right social media skills 
has not held the business back, leaving a whopping 45.5% thinking that this 
could well have been an obstacle. 

Have the challenges associated with sourcing the 
right / enough of the right social media skills held 
the business growth back at any stage?

Talent acquisition,  
retention and training

Yes 36.4%

No 54.5%

Unsure 9.1%
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Interestingly, nearly 55% of respondents see the ‘understanding of social media  
as a career path’ as an issue and half the respondents acknowledge the lack of 
understanding of career paths within social media. This supports the rationale that 
structured career paths into social media are rare and need to be on the agenda. 

Evidence suggests that a key factor in businesses being held back is a shortage of 
skills within the market, cited by 45.5% of respondents. Interesting to see stated 
under ‘other’: ‘Lack of understanding what we as a company need’.

What do you see as the main obstacles or barriers 
for young people attempting to embark on a career 
in social media?

What are the biggest barriers to acquiring the  
right and necessary social media talent within  
your company?
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A hard one to overcome is an employee’s desire to work within a different sector, 
brand or product. Salary improvement on the other hand, is cited by nearly 
45.5% of respondents as reason for staff to move on. As you’d expect us to say  
by now, this can be overcome by understanding employees and their real 
motivations through real engagement... defining clear career paths internally as 
well as regular one-to-one catch ups including salary reviews could definitely 
help with solving this issue. An interesting trend is that close to 20% note the 
switch from permanent to contracting within social media as a challenge.

Good news, more than 60% of  respondents feel the need to develop and nurture 
their employees’ skills constantly in this fast paced industry. This is delivered across 
a blend of educational platforms with close to 64% delivered in-house.

What are the biggest challenges your social media 
team faces in retaining staff?

Does your company offer any formal training / 
upskilling for social media skills?

Yes 63.6%

No 36.4%

Desire to move 
from agency to 

client side

Desire to work 
in new /  

different sector

Desire to work 
with new  

products / 
services /  

client base

Salary 
 improvement

Better  
benefits

Move from 
permanent 

employment  
to contracting

Other
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Under 30% of respondents offer such scheme. Food for thought here.

How is this training delivered?

Does your company offer an intern / apprenticeship 
scheme within social media?

Yes 27.3%

No 72.7%

Online In-house Externally On the job Other
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The information in this section  
provides an insight into our social media  

contractor respondents. 

Contractor specific insights

Section 2
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What age are you? 

What gender do you identify with?

What best describes your education level?  

25-34 years old 18.2%

35-44 years old 54.5%

45-54 years old 27.3%

Male 36.4%

Female 63.6%

Bachelor level 63.6%

Masters level 36.4%

About you  
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Has your formal education prepared you for your 
current position within social media?

How did you learn your current trade?

Yes 18.2%

No  81.8%

More than 80% of contractor respondents feel that their formal education  
has not prepared them for their roles within social media. Interesting and 
concerning. As with many digital and tech disciplines the connection between 
education and business is a hot topic and one that needs addressing to find 
alignment of skills and technological advancements.

Following on from the above, no surprise that the social media skills of nearly 
half of the respondents have been self-taught and a massive 91% learned  
on the job.
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How do you find new contracting opportunities  
as a social media professional?

How long have you been working within  
social media?

WOM Existing  
network

Recruitment 
agency

Online  
job boards

Social 
media

2-3 years 3-6 years 6-8 years 8-10 years 10-15 years
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Is freelancing / contracting your sole source  
of income?

Would you consider taking a permanent role  
if the right thing came along?

Yes   75.0%

No  25.0%

Yes   75.0%

No  25.0%

Interestingly, 75% of social media contractors state that they would take a 
permanent role if the right thing showed itself. Although this may mean 
compromising flexibility and variety of work.
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On what basis are you employed?

What do you most enjoy about contracting?

How would you describe the level of social media contract 
opportunities available to you in the South West at present?

Ltd company 25.0%

Umbrella 12.5%

Self-employed 50.0%

Other 12.5%

Few and far between 25.0%

A few occasional gaps 75.0%

Working life

Finding those with the right skills can be a challenge. The skill shortage, outlined in this 
survey, contributes towards a buoyant contractor market. So, it’s no surprise to see that 
75% are busy and booked up. 

Cracking day rate Flexible working Variety of work 
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The information in this section provides an insight  
into our permanently employed respondents.

Permanent Employee 
 specific insights

Section 3
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What age are you? 

What best describes your education level? 

What gender do you identify with?

18-24 years old 10.0%

25-34 years old 60.0%

35-44 years old 22.5%

45-54 years old 7.5%

Male 40.0%

Female 60.0%

About you  

GCSE Diploma A level Bachelor 
level

Masters level
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Has your formal education prepared you for your 
current position within social media?

How did you learn your current trade?

Yes 37.5%

No  62.5%

Interestingly, 37.5% of permanent respondents (compared to 18% of contractor 
respondents) felt that their education prepared them for their current position.

Self-taught On the job External training provider
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How long have you been working within social media?

0-1 years 8.3%

1-2 years 13.9%

2-3 years 19.4%

3-6 years 36.1%

Working life

More than 40% of respondents have been in post for 3 years or less. Looking at 
the age brackets of respondents, 60% are between 25-34 years old (generation Y), 
an age group that have a totally different approach to moving between jobs to 
enhancing their career and salary, rather than remaining with one business for  
a long period of time. This is also in line with what contractors enjoy the most 
about contractor life: flexibility.

6-8 years 8.3%

8-10 years 5.6%

10-15 years  8.3%
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How satisfied in your current role are you?

How secure in your current role do you feel?

Some days are better than others 13.9%

Generally speaking it’s ok 33.3%

It’s pretty great 41.7%

I love it, love it, love it! 11.1%

Constantly worried 2.8%

Occasional jitter 27.8%

I’m safe (I think) 52.8%

Rock solid 16.7%

86% of respondents appear to be pretty happy right now. However, looking at it 
from an employer perspective, attention should (literally) be given to the 33% of 
respondents in the ‘just OK’ camp. Wondering what can be done to boost them 
and make them love their job again? Engagement is often the answer. 

Talent is in demand. In the main, people are feeling secure (69%) which is 
positive in a growing market. It’s concerning to see that 28% feel the occasional 
jitter. This could mean that employees start looking elsewhere to find security.
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How willing to move jobs would you say you are?

What are the key factors that would drive you  
to change jobs?

I’m actively looking 11.1%

If the right opportunity knocks... 61.1%

I’m going nowhere for a while 27.8%

Definitely an insight that should not be taken lightly. 72% of respondents  
are either looking or would consider an opportunity if the right thing came 
along. Employers (we know we’re repeating ourselves here), engaging and 
understanding your employees can enable you to reduce this figure.  
Get close and understand them.

Plenty of food for thought here employers. For a massive 83% of respondents a 
switch could be financially motivated. Career progression follows at 61% and 
calls for employers and employees to be clear about what progression looks like, 
how it is reached and what impact it will bring each party. Improved lifestyle is 
an unexpected result at 58%. Especially concerning is that a high percentage are 
looking for better management.

Financial  
gain

Better  
management

Improved 
lifestyle

Improved  
career  

prospects

New learning 
opportunities

Change  
of scene

Other
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How did you find your current position?

What do you see as the main obstacles or barriers 
for young people attempting to embark on a career 
in social media?

Parent /  teacher / adult  41.7% 
understanding of social media  
as a career path 

Lack of knowledge of the  61.1% 
opportunities and career paths  
available in the sector 

Other 19.4%

Recruitment 
agency

LinkedIn Twitter Job board WOM I was  
headhunted

Other
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Generally speaking, do you feel engaged with your 
company’s vision?

How often do you receive 1-2-1 reviews?

Once a week 16.7%

Monthly 16.7%

Quarterly 30.6%

Yearly 19.4%

Never 16.7%

Employment, engagement 
and benefits  

That’s a nice one to see. Although employee engagement practices seem rare, 
employers still manage to make their employees feel included in the company’s 
vision and direction.

This is in line with our earlier findings. 63% of businesses say they regularly do 
one-to-one reviews and 64% of employees state that they receive regular catch ups. 
Good to see that business intentions and practices marry up.

Yes No I don’t know what  
this means
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Do you have a clear career development plan?

Do you get paid a bonus?

How often do you have your salary reviewed?

Yes 22.2%

No 77.8%

Ad-hoc 16.7%

Annually 41.7%

I don’t 33.3%

Other  8.3%

Yes 36.1%

No 63.9%

More of the same here, in line with our earlier findings. 36% of businesses don’t 
offer a clear career progression plan for their social media team, tallying with 
36% of employees stating the same also.
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What benefits do you currently receive?

How many days holiday do you receive  
(excluding bank holidays)?

20  19.4%

21  8.3%

22  2.8%

23  8.3%

24  5.6%

25  38.9%

26  2.8%

28  5.6%

30  5.6%

More than 30 2.8%

Pension Healthcare Flexitime Life  
insurance

Health & 
wellbeing

Great office 
environment 
(ping pong, 
beer Fridays 

etc.)

Other
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This is how businesses in the South West  
are using social media. 

Insights into the use of  
social media for business  

in the South West

Section 4
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Number of years the businesses have been using  
social media for…

Does the business have a documented  
Social Media Strategy?

Those with more experience working within social media are more likely to 
work with a documented Social Media Strategy, however those with less 
than 3 years industry experience don’t.

Yes 47.1%

No 52.9%

Less than 12 months 2.9%

2 - 3 years  14.7%

4 - 5 years 26.5%

1 - 2 years  2.9%

3 - 4 years 2.9%

5 + years  44.1%

Other   5.9%
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Social media is important for businesses

To what degree you agree with the following 
statements…

You regularly analyse business’ social activities

I’m / We (as a business) are able to measure the return on 
investment (ROI) for our social media activities

Strongly agree 88.2%

Agree 11.8%

Strongly agree 50.0%

Agree 41.1%

Uncertain 2.9%

Disagree 2.9%

Strongly agree 5.9%

Agree 41.1%

Uncertain 26.5%

Disagree 26.5%

I’ve / We (as a business) have successfully integrated social 
media into traditional marketing activities

Strongly agree 35.3%

Agree 35.3%

Uncertain 20.6%

Disagree 8.8%
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Benefits of social media marketing achieved…

The amount of benefits achieved tends to increase with number of years  
of experience. Even by investing as little as 6 hours per week, most businesses 
gain increased brand exposure as well as increased traffic. 

The number of benefits achieved tends to increase alongside the number of 
years of experience.
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B2B

B2C

B2C marketeers are a lot more likely to achieve a loyal fan base (83%) as a result 
of their social media activities, compared to 37% of B2B marketeers. For B2B 
marketeers gaining marketplace insight as well as the generation of leads was 
achieved by nearly 63% of respondents. A much lower percentage for both on 
the B2C side at 17% (marketplace insight) and 50% (lead generation) only.
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Specific social media platforms used by  
businesses in the South West…

The number of channels used doesn’t tend to increase with time invested  
in social media marketing activities; it also doesn’t appear to decrease.  
The number remains at an average of 7 channels.
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Facebook is heavily used by both, B2C and B2B marketeers (more than 80% for 
both). Instagram on the other side clearly dominates within the B2C social media 
marketing space and LinkedIn is definitely more dominant amongst B2B 
businesses. Interesting to see that 100% of our respondents use Twitter.
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Single most important social media platform  
for business…

Twitter tended to be named as most important social media platform by a near 
majority of both, B2C (50%) and B2B (63%) marketeers.

Facebook 23.5%

LinkedIn 20.6%

Twitter 50.0%

YouTube 2.9%

Other  2.9%
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Facebook

Google+

Pinterest

Social  
bookmarking

Vine

Forums

Instagram

SlideShare

Social  
review sites

YouTube

Geo-location

LinkedIn

Snapchat

Twitter

What will be your future social media activities?

Start using 

Increase use 

Decrease use 

Remain the same

Won't use

KEY
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Social media platforms individuals and businesses 
would you like to learn more about…

Use of paid social media… 

For those with less than a year of experience, social media advertising seems to 
remain unchartered territory. The first social media channels those with 1-2 years’ 
experience tend to try are Facebook and LinkedIn advertising. Only those with 
more years under their belt tend to add more ‘paid for’ social media avenues to 
the mix. Interesting to see that YouTube advertising tends to only be part of the 
mix for our B2C marketeers (at 33% use) as well as Instagram (at 50% use).
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Predicted future use of paid social media…

Facebook ads

Slideshare ads

LinkedIn ads

YouTube ads

Google ads

Sponsored 
blog posts

Pinterest ads

Instagram ads

Twitter ads

Podcast ads

What will be your paid social media use in the 
near future?

Start using 

Increase use 

Decrease use 

Remain the same

Won't use

KEY
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Paid social media options individuals and businesses 
would like to learn more about…

One to note for training providers indeed…
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Types of content used as part of social media 
marketing…

The number of types of content tends to decrease with the number of years of 
experience when working within social media. Video tends to be added to the 
mix especially by those with more experience and becomes standard for the 
most experienced respondents.
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Blogging is used by both, B2B and B2C marketeers. Video on the other hand 
tends to be used by B2C marketeers more often.
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The single most important form of content  
for business…

Interesting to note that 88% of B2B marketers name ‘Blogging’ their single most 
important form of content. Only 33% of B2C marketers see ‘Blogging’ as the 
most important. 50% of B2C marketeers name video their most important 
content type.

Blogging  44.1% 

Videos 23.5%

Visual 20.6%

Other 11.8%
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Plan for future content activities…

Facebook ads

Linkedin ads

Google ads

Pinterest ads

Instagram ads

Podcast ads

What’s your plan for future content activities?

Start using 

Increase use 

Decrease use 

Remain the same

Won't use

KEY
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Content forms individuals and businesses would  
like to learn more about…

Another one to note for training providers...
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Do businesses re-publish content?

Those with 2-6 years of experience tend to be most likely to re-publish content.
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Individual and business response to new social 
media platform releases…

Interesting to note is that nearly double the amount (63%) of B2B marketeers 
respond sceptically, compared to 33% of B2C marketeers.

Sceptical and wait and see  32.4% 
what happens

Only register my handle /  17.6% 
username on the social network 

Try to engage on the network  35.3% 
but don’t promote my presence 

Actively engage and promote  14.7% 
my presence 
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The following information is based on responses to this survey, information 
collated through working in this industry day in, day out, client briefs taken and 
placements made by ADLIB in the South West. We stress the importance of 
context when making salary comparisons based on job title. In many cases there 
is a significant variance between the bottom end and top end of salaries paid. If 
you choose to make a comparison, consideration should be paid beyond simply 
job title. For example, take into account the business proposition, any client 
base, specialist knowledge, time of establishment and management 
responsibilities. All of which will influence salary.

Here you can see a breakdown of salary information across the digital marketing 
industry, and how social media as a stand-alone channel compares.

Permanent Contract (rate per day)

Junior Mid Senior Head of Junior Mid Senior

Digital Account Management £19-25k  £25-35k £35-55k £55-70k  £180-200 £200-250  £250-400

Digital Client Services Director  £45-57k  £57-65k  £65-80k - - - -

Digital Project Management / 
Production £18-24k £24-35k  £35-45k £45-60k £180-200  £200-250 £250-400

Digital Production Manager £40-45k £45-55k £55-60k £60-80k £250-300  £300-350 £350-400

Digital Planning & Strategy £22-28k £28-40k £40-55k £55-90k £200-250 £250-350 £350-450

PPC  £20-23k £23-35k £35-50k £50-60k £180-200  £200-250 £250-300

Digital Content  £17-22k £22-27k £27-40k £40-60k £110-180 £180-250 £250-300

SEO £18-23k £24-35k £35-50k £50-60k £180-200 £200-300 £300-450

Social Media  £16-20k £20-26k £27-40k £40-60k £100-130 £130-180 £180-300

Web Analytics £20-25k £25-35k £35-50k £50-90k - - -

User Experience /  
Information Architecture £18-24k £25-40k  £40-60k £60-80k £150-200  £200-350 £300-500

Salaries & contract rates 
within social media
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The most knowledgeable, honest and straightforward Digital, Marketing, Creative, 
Technology, eCommerce and UX recruiters you will ever meet.

For 15 years we’ve immersed ourselves in the Digital, Marketing, Creative, eCommerce, 
Technology and UX communities. Out of this has arisen a highly respected and 
experienced team regularly called on to share their unrivalled knowledge and connect 
the finest talent with ambitious start ups, thriving SMEs, agencies of all shapes and sizes, 
challenger brands and global organisations.

Contact us

Creating teams. Shaping futures.

Find us at St Bartholomews House, Bristol, BS1 2NH.

Contact us on 0117 926 9530 or hello@adlib-recruitment.co.uk 

Connect with us at www.linkedin.com/company/adlib 
Follow us on @adlibrecruit 
www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk 

If you would like market specific information please feel free to get in touch  
with the ADLIB team.

Digital Specialists

Technology & 
Development Talent

Marketing People

eCommerce 
Specialists

Creative People

UX Experts

www.linkedin.com/company/adlib
www.linkedin.com/adlibrecruitment 
https://twitter.com/AdLibRecruit
http://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/
http://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/digital
http://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/technology
http://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/technology
http://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/marketing
http://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/ecommerce
http://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/ecommerce
http://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/creative
http://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/ux
http://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/creative
http://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/ux
http://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/marketing
http://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/ecommerce
http://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/digital
http://www.adlib-recruitment.co.uk/technology
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